Dear Faith:

What's happening? Could you give me some information about:

(1) D. E. Short's hearing, which we understand, began on Monday?

(2) Agnew James losing his gas supplier because of his activities in the Lee County Movement?

(3) If any of you - SNCC will not pay for it - plan to go to New York for the February 1 concert?

(4) Who, if anyone, is expected to arrive there to work for the summer months.

Allright?

If the Albany Herald carried any news about the federal action against Short, or if you or anyone can furnish news about planned action against Cull Campbell - I've heard that its eminent - please let us know.

We're hot for news.

Many strange things are going on here - not really strange - but humorous, which we shall all relate the next we meet.

Sincerely,

Julian Bond
SNCC

P? S? How many people - at the most crowded - will Kionia (you know what I mean) hold?